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MODEL TESTS WITH A SYSTEMATIC SERIES OF 27 WING SECTIONS
AT FULL REYNOLDS ,NUMBER
By MAx M. M_x and ELToz_ W. MILT,eR
SUMMARY "
A systematic series of 27 wing sections, characterized by a small travel of the center of
pressure, ha_e been investigated at 20 atmospheres pressure in the variable density wind tunnel
of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
The results are consistent with each other, and indicate that for such "stable" sections a
small effective camber, a small effective S-shape and a thickness of 8 to 12 per cent lead to
good aerodynamic properties.
PURPOSE OF THE INVESTIGATION
This report contains the results of the investigation of the first systematic series of wing
sections, 27 all together, made in the variable density wind tunnel of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics at about 20 atmospheres pressure. It was desired to obtain infor-
mation about those aerodynamlcal properties of the wing sections which can not be computed. ]
These are the drag at several angles of attack, and the two values of the lift coefficient when.:
(a) the lift coefficient has its maximum and (b) when the air forces change irregularly, com-
monly known as the "burble point." Without additional work, there was also obtained a
check on the aerodynamic properties open to computation, namely, the llft and the momenf.
t
PROGRAM OF THE INVESTIGATION
In this first systematic series the measurements were confined to one tank pressure,
about 20 atmospheres. This gives approximately a full size Reynolds number, for the n_'odel
scale is about one-tenth, the velocity about one-half of the actual velocity. /
The investigation was confined to such wing sections as have a very small travel of the _enter
of pressure. The rate of the travel of the centerof pressure is certainly an aerodynamic]prop-
erty of great practical importance, affecting the usefulness of the section for design purposes;
it is not wise to compare the performance of several wing sections without taking the Tuerent
rates of travel of the center of pressure, if any, into account. Within the useful range of the
angle of attack, the wing sections described in this report have their center of pressure at about
25 per cent of the chord. Their rate of travel of the center of pressure is accordingly small,
and the comparison of their performance is all that remains to be done. Wing sections with
a larger rate of travel of the center of pressure may be taken up in a later research.
ARRANGEMENT OF THE TESTS _"
The 27 models were made of duralumin and were rectangular and not warped. The span
is 30 inches, the aspect ratio is 6. The 27 wing sections form a systematic series. The series
begins with three symmetrical sections of different thicknesses, M1, M2, and M3. The curves
are affme--i, e., the three sets of Ordinates can be obtained from each other by multiplying
s pageblank!Preceding ...... j
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each ordiuate by a constant. Three m_re sections are then obtained by adding to each of the
sets of ordinates M1, M2, M3 the set of ordinates of a certain camberline, say "a," so chosen
that theoretically its center of pressure does not travel. The series is further increased by sub-
stituting double the ordinates, 2a for a; then another camber line "b," with-the same sta-
bility characteristics, and then combinations of the two camber lines. The camber lines "a"
and "b" will be most easily recognized in wing sections M4 and M10. This process of obtaining
the shapes of the wing sections leads to their classification in Table XXVIII. The ordinates
of the sections are given in Table XXIX in per cent of the chord. Each figure contains a
drawing of the section.
Each airfoil was exposed to the air stream of the variable density wind tunnel of the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. It was fastened by thin wires to the balance of this
tunnel. Moreover, a skid rigidly fastened to the airfoil was hinged to a vertical bar, forming
a part of the balance. This bar extends across the air stream in rear of the model; it is shielded
from the air stream and can be moved up and down. When moved thus, the angle of attack
of the airfoil is changed. After the airfoil was put in, the tank was closed and the air pressure
increased up to about 20 atmospheres. The air forces of the airfoil were then determined
over a range of several angles of attack. The drag of the wires and of other attachments were
determined in a separate test under the same conditions of flow. The measured drag has
been corrected for this drag of the fastening parts in the usual way.
' RESULT OF THE TESTS
The results of the tests are given in Tables I to _C_VII and are illustrated in the 27 figures.
The angle of attack always refers to a line fixed with respect to the section as shown in each
diagram. In the tables the air forces are represented by the lift coefficients, the drag coeffi-
cients, and the moment coefficients. The lift and drag coefficients are obtained by dividing.
the lift or drag by the wing area and by the dynamic pressure Y_ _, where V denotes th_ velocity
of the air stream and p the m_ density of the air. The diagrams are so-called polar curves.
The lift coefficient is plotted vertically up and against it to the right the drag coefficient and
to the left the moment coefficient. This latter refers to the moment of the air forces with respect
to a point _of the chord, one quarter chord from the leading edge. This point is chosen because
it gives the least variation of the moment coefficient. The moment is divided by the wing area,
by the dynamic pressure, and by the length of the chord. The Reynolds number is computed
with the chord as the characteristic length.
The parabol_ of the induced drag coefficient for the aspect ratio 6 has been inserted in
each diagram. No correction has been made for the influence of the tunnel walls, which may
be perceptible, as the wing span is half the tunnel throat diameter. This question is not yet
sufficiently cleared up.
In Table _CX_X a survey of the series and of the results obtained is given. The first column
gives the number of the wing section. The next three columns contain the minimum drag
coefficient, the lift coefficient at the "burble point," and the maximum lift coefficient, if any.
The last column gives the average moment coefficient, which is always small for the wing sections
considered in this investigation.
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
The main results of this test lie in the presentation of new information about the properties
of the wing sections given in the tables and in the diagrams.
It seems that a small travel of the center of pressure is generally combined with a smaller
maximum lift coefficient. Good sections are in the neighborhood of M6.
The test charts show that at full size Reynolds Number the minimum drag is much smaller
than we are accustomed to obtain in the ordinary atmospheric wind tunnel. The maximum
lift is not necessarily larger at a larger Reynolds Number.
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One remark concerning the results seems pertinent. As shown by mathematical reasoning
in Technical Report No. 191 of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, the moment
curves in the diagrams should theoretically be straight vertical lines. Most of them have
approximately this shape_ but not all of them• The small discrepancies can often be explained
by taking the second approximation of the computations into account. For instance, with
actual sections of a finite thickness, the theoretical leading edge is situated halfway between
the actual one and the center of curvature of the leading edge, giving a shorter effective chord
than the actual one. A very thick section, besides, is slightly more stable than a thin section
of the same mean curve. Quite irregular moment curves can only be explained by sudden
changes of the character of the flow just as at the burble point.
CONCLUSION
Looking at the results obtained in the variable density tunnel (including Technical Report
No. 217) from a broader point of view, it is now established that the results obtained at the full
• size Reynolds Number do not agree with the results at a diminished Reynolds Number• Further-
more, tests now under way show that the variable density tunnel operated at one atmosphere
gives results with a given wing section shn_lar to the results obtained in other wind tunnels.
We conclude from these facts that the results obtained at full size Reynolds Number will
give better information to the designer than tests run at largely reduced Reynolds Number•
The information from the new tunnel will become more and more useful in the same degree as
more results are obtained from it, so that results of new tests can be compared with results of
similar older tests made under the same conditions.
TABLE I
Section No• M1.
Span _0 In. (76.2 cm)•
Area 0.0_8 m :.
Average temperature 40.5 ° C.
Average Reynolds No. 3,_0,000.
TABLE III
Model No. 21 Section No, M3. ; Model No. 23.
Chord 5 in• (12.7 C_). Span 30 in. (70.2 cm). Chord 5 in. (12.7 cm).
Aspect ratio 6. Area 0.0968 m _. Aspect ratio 6.
Averep pre_tu_ 20 atmo_ Average temperature 30.0 ° C. Average pressu_ 20.15 atmo_







































































Span 30 in. (76.2 era).
Area 0.0968 m s.
Average temperature 37.0 ° C.
Average Reynolds No. 3,620,000.
Model No. 22.
Chord 5 in. (12.7 cm).
Aspect ratio 0.



















































































































Sp_n _1n. (76.2 cm).
Area 0.0_8 mr.
Average temperature 33.0 ° C.
Avera_ Reynolds No. 3,680,0C0.
IV
Model No. 24.
Chord 5 in. (12.7 cm)•
Aspect ratio 6.
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TABLE Y
Section No. MS. Model No. 25.
Span 30 in. (76.2 cm). Chord 5 in. (12.7 cm).
Area 0.0_8 ml. Aspect ratio 6.
Average temperature 41.5"C_ Average pressure 20.1 atmcs.
Average Reynolds No. 3,.0O9.0O9,.
TABLE VIII
Section No. M8.
Span 30 in. (70.2 cm).
Area 0.O9_ m_.
Average temperature 44.0 ° C,
Average Reynolds No. 3,450,000.
Model No. 28.
Chord 5 in. (12.7 cm).
Aspect ratio 6.













































Span 30 in. (78.2 cm).
Area 0.O988 m _.
Average temperature 38.0* C.








Chord $ in. (12.7 cm).
Aspect ratio 6.


























Span _ in. (Te_ cmL
Area 0.09e8 m_.
Average temperature 38.0 ° C.
Average Reynolds No. 3,640,O90.
vii
Model No. 27.
Chord 5 in. (12.7 cm).
AA_ect ratio 6.
verage pressure 20.0 atmo$.
I v_o I
Angle ell _rc_ura I Lift ;
attack v .. coefficient
degrees kg_m s C_
--3. 0 6,57 --0.155
-- 1.5 6,57 --. 051
0.0 ! 6_9 .054
i.5! 8_3 .187























Angle of Dynamic Lift;
attack pressure coefficient


































Span 30 in. (76.2 cm).
Area 0.0968 m_.
Average temperature 37.5 ° C•
Average Reynold_o. 3,620,000.
Model No. 29.
Chord $ in. (1_.7 cm).
Aspect ratio 6•













































Section _o. MI0. Model _o. 30.
Span 30 in. (76.2 cm). Chord 8 In. (12.7 era).
Area 0.O9_8 mS. Aspect ratio 6.
Average temperature 41.0. C. Average pressure 20.4 etmos_
Average Reynolds No. 3,630,000.
A ttn_la_f Dynamic! Lift [" Drag Moment
[ pr_mre I coefficient [ coefficien| _oeffictent
....degrees t kg_m' __--C_" Co C_
-&o _ -o.,s' o.o,70 -o.o9_
-30 _4 -.i3_ .oeso -o44
-1.5 ] 6170.0 / 667
1.5 665 .20_ i
3,0 ' 665 .313
4.5 I 611 .451 !

















Section No. MII. Model No. 31.
Span 30 in. (70.2cm). Chord 5 in. (12.7cm).
Area 0.0968 ml. Aspect ratio 6.
Average temperature 36.0 ° C. Average pressure 20.3 atmos.



















































Span 30 in. (70.2 era).
Area 0.0968 mL
Average temperature 34.0 ° C.
Average Reynolds No. 3,800.000.
Model NO. 32.
Chord 5 in. (13.7 era).
Aspect ratio 6.






















































Span 20 in. (70.2 era).
Area 0.0_8 m s.
Average temperature 40.0 e C.
Average Reynolds No. 3,b_0,0e0.
Model No. 33.
Chord 5 in (12.7 em).
Aspect ratio 6.
Average pr_ 20.2 atmoe.
TABLE XIV
Section No. M14. Model No. 34.
Sl_n 30 in. (76.3cm). Chord "5in. (12.7era).
Ar_ 0.0968 m s. Aspect ratio 0.
Average temperature 41 ° C. Average temperature 20.3 atmos:



































Span 30 in. (70.2em).
Arm 0.0_8 mS.
Average temperature 38 e C.















Chord 5 in. (12.7 cm).
Aspect ratio 0.
Average pressure 19.95 attune.
. TABLE
Section No. M10.
slma _0 in. (_._ era}.
Area O.Og_ m_.
Average temperature 38_ C.
Average Reynolds No. 3,640,0_0.
+lo amic 1 +MomentA e,,, Lift Dr_
_tn_lek P ree_m_ !coefficient coefficient eoefficien
dagrees kJm, ' C_ Cs I C.
--4. 5 [ 640 --9. 1(]6 6` 0101 --0.
--3.0 63,5 .(X}3 .0091 --.032
--L5 ] 635 .I12 .01(_ --.029
6.0 041 .227 .0120 --._
L5 646 ._9 .01_ --.016
&0 [ 645 .4M .0@13 --.0_5
4.5 I 044 ._e_ .csss -.020
6.0 I 04S .671 .0_T --._0
9.0 648 .8_ .0682 --.0_2
19_0 645 L 097 , (]g4_ --. 019
l& 0 645 L 243 .1147 --.
lE 0 6_1 L 250 . 1097 --. 081




Chord 5 in. (12.T cm).
Aspect ratio 6.



















































































--4.5 640 --0.197 0.0332
--3.0 651 --. 089 ,0145
--1.5 651 .018 •
0.0 e_0 .135 .C004
I. 5 6_2 ,947 ,0119
3.0 6f_ . _7 .0159
4.5 658 .478 .0217
6.0 662 .597 .0"_
9.0 _ .830 ,0_10
120 _4 1,040 .0767
13.0 _ 1,119 .1310
18.0 648 1.096 ._17_
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TABLE XVII
Section No. MIT. Model No. 37,
Span 30 in. (76.2 era). Chord 5 in. (12.7 era).
Area 0.0968 m s. Aspect ratio 6.
Average temperature 37 e C. Average pressure 19.93
















































































Section No. M20. Model No. 40.
Span 30 in. (76.2 cm). Chord 5 in. (12.7 era).
Area 0.0068 m I. Aspect ratio 5.
Average temperature 51 ° C. Average pressure 20.0 atmo&

















I iDynamic Lift Moment
pressure l coefficient coercive , coefficient
CD --i_037
kJm' / CL nt
613 ' --0.078 O, 0531 I


































Section No. MIS. Model No. 38.
Span 30 in. (78.2 em). Chord 5 in. (12.7 cm).
Area 0.0_8 ml. Aspect ratio 6.
Average temperature 45 e C. Average pressure 20.08 atmes.



























































Section No. M21. Model No. 41.
Span 30 in. (76.2cm). Chord 5 in. (12.7cm)."
Area 0.0908 mL Aspect ratio 6.
Average temperature 40 ° C, Average pressure 20.09 atmos.




























































_ection _To, MIO. Model No, 39.
Span 30 in. (75.2 ore). Chord 5 in. (13.7 era).
Area 0.0_8 mL AJpect ratio 5.
Average temperature 43 ° C. Aver_ pressure 20.2









































































Span 30 in. (70.2 can).
Area 0.0968 m s .
Average temperature 38 ° C.
Average Reynolds No. 3,510,000.
Model No. 42.
Chord 5 tn, (12.7 cm).
Aspect ratio 8.
























C_ C_ [ Cu











l, 221 .1901 --. 065







Span 30 in. (78.2 cm).
Area 0.09_ m z.
Average temperature 48" C.
Average Reynolds No. 3,370,000.
Model No. 43.
Chord 5 In. (12.7 cm).
Aspect ratio 0.





























































Span 30 in. (70.2 cm).
Area 0.0968 m s.
Average temperature 40 ° C.
Average Reynolds No. 3,500,_0.
Model No. 44.
Chord 5 in. (12.7can).
Aspect ratio6.



















641 --0. 133 t 0. 0150
--. 010 t .0126
• . O87 .0123
.204 I .0143




1. 133 - .18_
-1 I 1.1- I
TABLE XXV
Section No. M25.
Span 30 in. ffT._ cm).
Area 0.09e8 ms.
Average tempemtUre 35° C.















Chord 5 in. (12.7 era).
Aspect ratio 6,

































Sl_n 30 in. (7_.2 em).
Area 0.0_8 mL
"" Average temperature 4t ° C.


















Section No. M27. Model No. 47.
Model No. 46.
Chord $ in. (12.7 cm).
Aspect ratio 6.

































Span 30 in. (76.2 cm).
Area 0.09_ ms.
Average temperature 35 ° C.
Average Reynolds No. 3,630,000.
Chord 5 in. (12.7 cm).
Aspect ratio 8.
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TABLE XXVIII
CLASIF!CATION OF THE SECTIONS
lamber ! Tbiekne_i Section
MI _ tramm I M10
M2 _ _ walenc MJ
















_ambq :kne_Thickness Section line
I I MZ9 I (2b) I
rz I M2e I {_) II
III 1 M21 I (2b) II
I { M_ [ _a+2b I
[I M23 I _2+2b [I
IIl M24 I Ia+2b :II
I M25 , Z(a+b T
[I M26 Z(a+b [I
III M27 B(a+b iII
l
TABLE XXIX
ORDINATES FOR N. A. C. A. AIRFOILS MI TO M27
[U - Uppe¢ camber. L- Lower camber]
: . - Per ecnt of chord
L 0o_--lm --1 _--1 80 _--2.101--2. 341--E 67 !--2. 88 _--3 01 --30_I--[05 --2.85 --2.53 1--2.08 --154 [ -- 91I -- ;7 --20
M2 u I _1 13o ,74 z_ 1 zu 3_ I 348 s_ } _.5 ((_1 40o 374 _,o I 171 1. j lie I _o
MS .® i._ z_11 _,_ 4.oo 4.47 5._ 5._7 _._ _._ _._ _ 4._ _,oe 2.88 i._, ._ ._'_
:::ti::li llli:11!i! ::; i!l iI i
I -0o 1-1.70 1-_z° [-_u/-_ t-s.u 1-347 -30_ [-_71 [-_ 1-a.90 ',-_,_ -382/-_48 l-_Sa/-1.77 Nz.os | -._
,_, ,I .7_1,0ol _t 3.,/4.87I_1 _1 7.741_/_4,1 _I 7.,_ _/_11 _1_1_l,l 187117, [
_1 7'/ 0ol "_'i."2/ "_/ _1 __1 l_i _1 _31t_°_11._ _1 '_t ®/ _/ 7'1 13_1
MS U| .951 _| &52] 4.82/ 5,88J 6.731 &0_] 0.00] 9.571 ).82t 9._01 8.80 7.221 5,_J 4.1_| 294] _56] 2.31 J
_t*'/ _t .o1[-131_l "1 1_1 '4311_1 _'_]1_1 _ _11 1°/ _l _/11_] 1.l I
M9 UI181 4.08 514" &78 a0O 908 10.09 t1 74 12.38 IL_ 12.51 1143 983 798 6.11 4.52 394 353
MIOU 134" 2,.49 9.97 368 4.24 4.71 5.40 5.87 6.16 _.31 6.25 5.82 513 428' 3.35 2.40 192 142
L .84 02 .01 15l 55 .551 93 1211 1.38 441134 105 66 30] .G7[ 0O| 051 10 /
LII:_I "'" "_1 :_'1 "1"1 _1 :_ ""i :'_t :"1 _1 :_"1 :_1 :_i :°11 "°_l :_t :"_ 1
MI5 U'ZII 4.47 544 889 800_ 8.97 1033 1128 1187 1_ 17 12._ 1120 98_ 816 829 433 335 239
NI6 UL 83 f 2. 04 2. 71 3 81 I 4._ 542 [ 8 58 73459 78280 L._;'03I 77185[ 706/ 5 83 4 48 3 14 [ I 96 I 49 1 16
/ I /
MISU 2.20 425 5.25 6.78 799 .894 10.47 1148 1212 1_,42 1226_ 11 33 982 80o 623 445 368 2.95
MzgUI ,7_ 2o4 2._f 4.NI 5._ 5.a91 7.8i &_| 9.50/ )-_l 9._41 s._J &_l 5,10 _,_7| _.s7: 1.24] .71 I
L .75 ,0o .20i .08 1.21[ L71| 2,54 3.121 3.481 I._t 3.43 9.74 1.84[ ,98 ._0| ,02 .Ill| .33 I
_,_t .,_ 2.,, 3._7,_.1,I6.3,1_.4,1&,_10.0,1|0.7711,.0,110`8110.701&,l 6.l° 4.1,I___ i._/1._ l
LII._8 .17 .{Y2] .83 I .30_ .5_[ l.O_ 1.42[ 1.66] [.75] 1.57[ 1.111 .54 ,12[ .0_1 .41] .811 1.44 l
Mr_UI .7_ 9.11 _,s 4.45I 5._oI 0.08/ 8.22 9.31] _.90],)._I 994! 37,} 70_ ,,4 _ 3_! ,97 1_3t ,3_ ]
L[ .72 62 .22 I 79 138, 192] 9.84 3481 3871 _0Ol 3"73 _88 i 1"85 '84 "18 "06 '33| "79 !



















Per cent of chord
,5. 0 70 80
5. 92
7. 5 10 15 20
8.38 9.66 11.59 12.93
.40 .72 1,31 1,77
6,39 7.60 9.52 10,89
2.15 2.91 4.14 5.04
7.11 8.41 10.47 11.96
1.68 2.39 3.54 4.35
9.00 10.47 12. 72 14. I]8


















25 3O 40 50
13,72 14, 08 13. 76 12. 40
2.04 2.13 1.92 1.33
11.69 12.05 11.68 I0.22
5.54 5.78 5.44 4.36
12.80 13_10 1'182 11.32
4.84 5.04 4.72 3.73
15. 24 15. 69 15. 33 13. 72




































AERoDYI_AMIC PROPERTIES OF THE 8ECTIONSt
coeffica_ent coefficient coefficient
3 .0078 .9_ ' .85
3[ .0082 1,060 [ 1.05
4 , .0007 ............. 9551 .oo_ 1.132 1.15
el :_) 1._ I 1.3o1. 139 ............7
.(1_9 1.183 1.15• Ol01 1. 137 1.10
t .(i_8 1,004 1.O0
ii .G078 1.960 _ 1.0_
12 i ,00_ , 1.293 1.30
13 .0110 1. 299 ............




























.0091 1.250 1.20 --.025
.0_0 1.119 I. I0 --.(]05
._2 ............ 1._ [ =._.oo_ ............ 1.oo .
.0189 1.2,58 I._
.o1_ i._11 13oI -:
.o115 ............( 1.1o
o1_ 1. _1 -............ _ -:OlOo0_I
.o,_ 1.=6 1.3o, .:•o1_ ............ ( 1.lO,,,
• 0189 .......
,j
Moment_ taken about a point at _ per cent of the cho_cL
The last column gives the average moment coefficient, which Is always small for the wing sections considered in (his investigation
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